
Role Play

Bobby V

Dark knight be my alis
Hey Lois Lane let's be spontaneous
I'mma come and rescue you from the cold world
I'm a winner, I only go for the gold girl
Marble floors and Persian rugs
Room candle lit, I'm fin to handle lit
Poker face, slight grin joker face, 
Luxurious Miami loft, you think it's Oprah's place

Move like a killer, more like a sniper
Let's role play, I'll be roddy, roddy piper
On that, tulip, shout out, chew it
Till it, drip, drip, sticky icky fluid
I bought you a stripper pole for your living room
We down with chop sticks, no dinner spoon
You decided to deal with the lobbers
Daily surprises and frequent fly a mileage

I'm gonna play the doctor, and you play the patient
You say you got a fever and your body's fiending
Just relax and sit tight, let me hear, your heartbeat
I think you're sick, take this, I'll promise it will be the remedy

We can play cops and robbers
Nurse and doctors, it's whatever
I can be the daddy, you can be the mama
We can play house together
Whatever you want, you know I'm down for
It's whatever you want, you know I'll do more
Whatever you need, it's a luxury
I love it when we role play, role play, role play
Role play, You know I love when we do it
I'm a different man, you're a different girl

Everything is new, in the different world
Role play, role play

You be the teacher, I'll be the student
I'll be studying your body, so baby won't you test me'
After school, me and you, for some private one on one
Tutor me like you do, our chemistry is like no other

We can play cops and robbers
Nurse and doctors, it's whatever
I can be the daddy, you can be the mama
We can play house together
Whatever you want, you know I'm down for
It's whatever you want, you know I'll do more
Whatever you need, it's a luxury
I love it when we role play, role play, role play
Role play, You know I love when we do it
I'm a different man, you're a different girl
Everything is new, in the different world
Role play, role play

Love when we do it, you know I love how you do it
You know I Love when we do it, you know I love how you do it
Oh babe, uh



You know I love how we do it

We can play cops and robbers
Nurse and doctors, it's whatever
I can be the daddy, you can be the mama
We can play house together
Whatever you want, you know I'm down for
It's whatever you want, you know I'll do more
Whatever you need, it's a luxury
I love it when we role play, role play, role play
Role play, You know I love when we do it
I'm a different man, you're a different girl
Everything is new, in the different world
Role play, role play
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